FERN™ Task Chair

The Fern task chair seems alive, in tune with your every movement. Grounded in
extensive ergonomic research, Fern’s design puts the person at the center with
ergonomic innovations that provide total back support, edgeless comfort, and free
movement. The result is a next-generation sitting experience that is distinctively
responsive to each person. Fern works with you, not against you so you can sit better,
work better, and feel better in today’s changing workplace.

Haworth Design Studio and ITO Design
Fern is a collaboration between Haworth Design Studio and ITO Design.
Drawing from resources and knowledge around the world, the Haworth
Design Studio collaborates with research and development partners to
identify, develop, and launch new and breakthrough innovations. With
design centers in three key locations—China, Germany, and the United
States—the team focuses on creating multi-generational products and
global platforms designed with regional needs and preferences in mind.
ITO Design are experts in creating innovation solutions in the areas of
design, engineering, and product development. Located in Germany, ITO
Design also collaborated with Haworth on the X99® and Zody® chairs.
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People Make the Place.

FERN™ Task Chair
++ Sit well:
• Fern accommodates the diverse working population with
new levels of all-day comfort, regardless of size, posture, or
work mode.
• Research-driven, Fern’s ergonomic innovations provide total
back support and respond to your every movement.
++ Work well:
• With Fern, more comfort means less distraction.
• As you move or change posture, Fern works with you, not
against you, so you can stay focused on the tasks at hand.
• With no hard outer frame, Fern has a soft and pliable edge
that won’t jar you or limit your movement.
++ Feel well:
• Fern provides a comfortable, engaging sitting experience
that creates good feelings, keeping you balanced and
centered in your chair.
• Its approachable design is less machine, more human, with
intuitive, responsive controls discreetly integrated into the
warm, residential aesthetic.
Statement of Line
• Task Chair
• Task Stool

Finishes
• 11 back mesh colors (Beach, Cornflower, Loam, Mulch, Mushroom,
River Rock, Sedum, Silver Leaf, Sunflower, Moon Flower, and
Peat Moss)
• 4 aluminum colors (Pitch Black, Metallic Champagne, Metallic Silver,
and Polished Aluminum)
• 3 plastic trim colors (Black, Fog, Snow – base in Black/Fog)
• Black or two-tone casters
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